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means that if � is true, then after some \work", � is known, i.e., if � is true, then� an be known with some e�ort. What exatly is meant by \e�ort" dependson the appliation. For example, we may think of e�ort as meaning taking ameasurement, performing a alulation or observing a omputation. In this paperwe will think of e�ort as meaning onsulting some agent's database of knownformulas.There is a temptation to think that the e�ort modality an be understood as(only) a temporal operator, reading 3� as \� is true some time in the future".While there is a onnetion between the logis of knowledge and time and logisof knowledge and e�ort (see [H99,H00℄ and referenes therein for more on thistopi), following [MP℄ it is assumed that suh e�ort leaves the base fats aboutthe world unhanged. In partiular, in all topologis if � does not ontain anyknowledge modalities, then � $ 2� is valid. Thus, e�ort will not hange thebase fats about the world { it an only hange knowledge of these fats.The family of logis introdued in [MP℄ and later studied by Dabrowski, Mossand Parikh, Georgatos, Heinemann, and Weiss ([DMP,G93,G94,G97,H99,WP℄)has a semantis in whih the aquisition of knowledge is expliitly represented.Familiar mathematial strutures suh as subset spaes, topologies, interse-tion spaes and omplete latties of subsets orresponding to natural notions ofknowledge aquisition are attahed to standard Kripke strutures.Given a set W , a subset spae is a pair hW;Oi, where O is a olletion ofsubsets of W . A point x 2 W represents a omplete observation about the worldin whih all fats are settled, whereas a set U 2 O represents an observation.The pair (x; U), alled a neighborhood situation, an be thought of as an atualsituation together with an observation made about the situation. Formulas areinterpreted at neighborhood situations. Thus the knowledge modality K repre-sents movement within the urrent observation, while the e�ort modality 3 rep-resents a re�ning of the urrent observation. [MP℄ provides a sound and ompleteaxiomatization for all subset spaes. In [G93℄ and [G94℄, Georgatos provides asound and omplete axiomatization for subset spaes that are topologial spaesand omplete latties. Dabrowski, Moss, and Parikh prove the same result usingan embedding into S4 ([DMP℄). [G97℄ provides a sound and omplete axiomati-zation for treelike spaes, and Weiss ([WP℄) has provided a sound and ompleteaxiomatization for intersetion-spaes. Interestingly, it is shown in [WP℄ that anin�nite number of axiom shemes are neessary for any omplete axiomatizationof intersetion spaes. More reently, Heinemann [H99,H00℄ has looked at subsetspaes and logis of knowledge and time, and the onnetion between hybridlogi and subset spaes [H02,H04℄.In this paper, we present a multi-agent topologi in whih the e�ort modality3 is intended to mean ommuniation among agents. In order for any ommu-niation to take plae, we must assume that the agents understand a ommonlanguage. Thus we assume a set �0 of propositional variables, understood by allthe agents, but with only spei� agents knowing their atual values at statesin our models. The agents will re�ne their information by aquiring informa-tion possessed by other agents, possibly via other agents. This implies that if



agents are restrited in whom they an or annot ommuniate with, then thisfat will restrit the knowledge theoreti formulas that an ome to be true, i.e.,knowledge theoreti formulas in the sope of the e�ort modality.Consider the urrent situation with Bush and Tenet. If Bush wants someinformation from a partiular CIA operative, say Bob, he must get this in-formation through Tenet. Suppose that � is a formula representing the exatwhereabouts of Bin Laden and that Bob is the CIA operative in harge of main-taining this information. In partiular, KBob�, and suppose that at the moment,Bush does not know the exat whereabouts of Bin Laden (:KBush�). ObviouslyBush an �nd out the exat whereabouts of Bin Laden (3KBush�) by goingthrough the appropriate hannels, but of ourse, we annot �nd out suh in-formation (:3Ke� ^ :3Kr�) sine we do not have the appropriate seuritylearane. Presumably, going through the appropriate hannels implies that asa pre-requisite for Bush learning �, Tenet will also have ome to know �. We anrepresent this situation by the following formula::KBush� ^ 2(KBush�! KTenet�)where 2 is the dual of diamond.Let A be a set of agents. A ommuniation graph is a direted graphGA = (A; E) where E � A�A. Intuitively (i; j) 2 E means that i an diretlyreeive information from agent j, without j knowing this fat. Thus an edgebetween i and j in the ommuniation graph represents a one-sided relationshipbetween i and j. Agent i has aess to any piee of information that agent jknows. For example, during a leture the students have aess to the leturer'sinformation, but not vie versa. Another ommon situation that is helpful tokeep in mind is aessing a website. When there is an edge between i and j wethink of agent j as reating a website in whih everything he urrently knowsis available, and agent i an aess this website without j being aware that thesite is being aessed. Of ourse, j may be able to aess another agent's websiteand so update some of his information. Therefore, it is important to stress thatwhen i aesses j's website, he is aessing j's urrent information. It is of oursepossible that another agent has no aess to j's website, or only indiretly.The assumption that i an aess all of j's information is a signi�ant ide-alization from these ommon situations. This idealization rests on two assump-tions: 1. all the agents share a ommon language, and 2. the agents make publiall possible piees of information whih they know and whih are expressible inthis language. The fat that agents are assumed to share a ommon language isdisussed in Setion 4. For the seond assumption, onsider the tension betweenpaparazzi and elebrities. This tension an be understood as the elebrities sim-ply not wanting all of their urrent information made publi. In other words,they want to remove, or at least restrit, the onnetion in the ommuniationgraph from the paparazzi to themselves. Or they may threaten a lawsuit betweenthe paparazzi and the publi media. Suh assumptions an be dealt with in ourframework, but a more detailed disussion will be reserved for the full version.This paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 formalizes what is meant by\ommuniation". Setion 3 presents the syntax and semantis of our logi, and



Setion 4 proves the main tehnial result that the valid formulas haraterizethe ommuniation graph. Finally in Setion 5 we onlude and disuss furtherresearh.2 Partition SpaesIn this setion we develop our basi update operation. We �rst review somerelevant fats and de�nitions about partitions on a set and de�ne a partitionspae. Given a set W , a partition P on W is a olletion of nonempty setsP � 2W suh that1. [P =W2. For all P1; P2 2 P , P1 6= P2 implies P1 \ P2 = ?Elements of a partition P will be alled partition ells. Given an elementw 2W and a partition P on W , let P(w) be the partition ell that ontains w.That is P(w) = P , where P 2 P and w 2 P .De�nition 1 (Partition Spae). A partition spae is a tuple hW;Pi, whereW is a set and P be a (�nite) olletion of partitions on W .Analogous to the subset spaes of [MP℄, a partition spae is a set togetherwith the set of partitions that we are interested in. For example, P ould be theset of all possible partitions on W . We think of P as being the set of partitionsthat ould possibly arise in a given situation. In this ase, we do not have toonsider \unlikely" partitions suh as the singleton partition in whih the agentknows all true fats.Let P and Q be two partitions on W . We say that P is a re�nement of Q,denoted P � Q if 8P 2 P ; 9Q 2 Q : P � QIt is easy to see that P is a re�nement of Q (P � Q) i� eah partition ell inQ 2 Q is a union of partition ells from P . It is also not diÆult to see that �is reexive, transitive and antisymmetri; hene a partial order. To see that �is antisymmetri. Suppose that P � Q and Q � P . Suppose that X 2 P . Thenthere is a Y 2 Q suh that X � Y ; and sine Y 2 Q there is a X 0 2 P suh thatY � X 0. Hene X � Y � X 0, whih implies X = Y (sine it must be the asethat X = X 0). Therefore, X 2 Q. Similarly we an show that if X 2 Q, thenX 2 P .We say that P is �ner thanQ if P � Q, or thatQ is oarser than P . Supposethat P represents i's urrent information. Then moving to a re�nement Q � Prepresents an inrease in i's knowledge. We will not be interested in any inreaseof knowledge, but rather any inrease in knowledge aused by ommuniationamong agents governed by the ommuniation graph. This will be disussed inmore detail below. The following notation will turn out to be useful.



De�nition 2. Let P and Q be two partitions on a set W . The least om-mon re�nement of P and Q, denoted by P uQ, is the partition generated byinterseting the ells from P and Q. That is,P u Q def= fP(w) \ Q(w) j w 2 WgClearly, P u Q is a partition; and P u Q � P and P u Q � Q. Given twopartitions, it is easy to see that P uQ is the oarsest partition that re�nes bothP and Q, thus we an think of the operation u as a meet between P and Q. Wean also de�ne a join operation:De�nition 3. The least oarsest partition between P and Q is the �nestpartition R suh that P � R and Q � R. We denote R by P t Q.Given a partition spae hW;Pi, � is a partial order on P, and u and t giveus a meet and join respetively.A partition P for an agent i represents i's urrent information. Thus when ilearns a new piee of information, i's partition P is re�ned. Sine any re�nementof a partition is itself a partition, we must make some assumptions about whatkind of information an be learned by an agent. We therefore assume that ian only update with true information. Otherwise, updating with a false pieeof information may result in an agent aquiring a false, justi�ed belief whihannot be represented using (only) partitions.We also point out that upon reeiving the information � an agent might notome to know �. For example, suppose that i is told \There is a bug on i'sshoulder, but i does not know it". Then, after i updates with this proposition �,i will not know �, but rather the proposition \There is a bug on i's shoulder".These propositions of the form � ^ :Ki� were �rst disussed by G. E. Moore.We �rst extend our basi notions to a multi-agent setting. Let A be a �niteset of agents. For simpliity, we assume that the set of states is the same for allagents. A multi-agent partition is a n-tuple P = (P1; : : : ;Pn), where n is thenumber of agents and eah partition Pi is a partition on W .De�nition 4 (Multi-Agent Partition Spae). Given a set W , a multi-agent partitions spae is a tuple hW;Pi, where P is a set of multi-agent par-titions.We think of a multi-agent partition spae hW;Pi as a set of states togetherwith all the n-tuples of partitions that ould possibly arise given a ommuni-ation graph. This will be made more preise below. We write Pi for the i-thprojetion of P . We an extend our notation de�ned above to vetors of parti-tions. If P = (P1;P2; : : : ;Pn) and Q = (Q1; : : : ;Qn) are vetors of partitions,then we write P �Q if Pi � Qi for all i = 1; : : : n. Other operators are de�nedpointwise on vetors:P uQ def= (P1 u Q1;P2 u Q2; : : : ;Pn uQn)



Similarly for P tQ. So, a vetor P 2 P represents eah agent's information.As above,� is a partial order on P and u and t are meet and join respetively. Infat, we an say more. Given a vetor P , there is a vetor PI that represents theimpliit information that the agents urrently have. PI is obtained by replaingeah agent's partition with the least ommon re�nement, i.e., for eah i 2 A,PIi = ui2APi. Similarly, we an de�ne a ommon knowledge partition PC inwhih eah agent's partition is replaed by the least oarsest partition. For eahi 2 A, PCi = ti2APi. Given P , PC is the information that is ommonly knownamong all the agents.In fat we will not be interested in any re�nement of i's partition, but ratheronly those re�nements that an arise from \ommuniation" between two agents.Suppose that agent i an diretly ommuniate with agent j, i.e., there is an edgebetween i and j in the ommuniation graph. In this ase any piee of informationthat j knows an be learned by agent i. Suppose that Q is agent j's partitionand P is agent i's partition. Given a set X �W , i an update his partition withX provided j knows X , i.e., X ontains a union of ells from j's partition Q.We an de�ne our basi operation on partitions. Given a set X whih is a unionof partition ells from Q, i updates P at state w by splitting the ell P(w) intotwo sets: one that intersets X and the other intersets W �X with the otherpartition ells remaining �xed.In this paper we identify a piee of information with a set of states. Ourbasi re�nement operation aepts a partition P and a set X , and returns thepartition re�ned by X .De�nition 5. Let P be a partition on W and X a subset of W . The informa-tion re�nement of P, denoted ref(P ; X) is de�ned as follows:ref(P ; X) def= fP \X;P \ (W �X) j P 2 Pg � f;gIn the above operation X an be any subset of W . In our framework, theset X represents some information known by an agent. Therefore, we say thatref(P ; X) is an information re�nement based on Q, if X is a union of ellsfrom Q, i.e., X = Q1 [ � � � [Ql, where eah Qi 2 Q for i = 1; : : : ; l.Obviously, ref(P ; X) � P . Intuitively, if Q is j's partition, we think of X asbeing some information known by j and so ref(P ; X) is result of agent i learningX . Notie that in the above de�nition, the ells of Q remain �xed. Thus thetype of ommuniation that takes plae between i and j is rather impersonal.Suppose that i asks j whether a ertain fat � is true or false. As a matter offat, suppose that � is true and that j knows this. In this situation, not onlydoes i's information get updated, but so does j's information, sine j learnedthat i now knows �. We assume, that instead of asking j diretly whether � istrue, i is able to query j's knowledge database in omplete serey of j.A vetor of partitions P represents the urrent state of information of allthe agents. If some admissible ommuniation between two agents i and j takesplae, then P is re�ned. Admissible ommuniation between i and j simply



means that i and j are diretly onneted in the ommuniation graph; and wewill use the information re�nement funtion de�ned above to state preisely howP is re�ned by the ommuniation.De�nition 6. Suppose that G = (A; E) is a ommuniation graph. Let P andP 0 be two vetors of partitions on W . We say that P is a one-step re�nementof P 0, denoted by P �1 P 0, if there exist i; j 2 A with i 6= j and a set X suhthat X is a union of partition ells from Pj , (i; j) 2 E, Pk = P 0k for all k 6= iand Pi = ref(P 0i ; X).This represents the situation desribed above, where i learns some informa-tion from j's database of known fats, and the other agents, inluding agent j,are ompletely ignorant of this fat. Obviously if P �1 P 0, then P � P 0, butnot onversely.De�nition 7. Let G be a ommuniation graph and P and P 0 be two vetors ofpartitions on W . We say that P is an information re�nement of P 0, denotedP �G P 0 if there exists vetors P1;P2; : : : ;Pm suh that P1 = P, Pm = P 0and P i �1 P i+1, for i = 1; : : : ;m.Thus, �G is the reexive, transitive losure of �1.Let hW;Pi be a multi-agent partition spae. We think of the elements of Pas being the partitions that ould possibly arise. Currently, P an be any set ofvetors of partitions. However, if we are given a ommuniation graph we areonly interested in the set of partitions that an arise from ommuniation amongagents respeting the ommuniation graph. Given a multi-agent partition spaehW;Pi, we assume that there is a vetorP0 that represents the agents' knowledgebefore any ommuniation has taken plae. P0 will be alled the initial vetor,and multi-agent partition spaes in whih an initial vetor is singled out will bealled pointed multi-agent partition spaes. In this paper we will always assumethat multi-agent partition spaes are pointed. We an now de�ne the partitionspaes that will be of interest to us in this paper.De�nition 8. Let G be a ommuniation graph and P a vetor of partitionson a set W . We say that PG is generated by G from the initial partition P ifPG is the smallest set ontaining P and for all P 0 2 PG and all vetors P 00, ifP 00 �G P 0, then P 00 2 PG .We say that a multi-agent partition spae hW;Pi is generated by a ommuni-ation graph G when P = PG . In this paper, we will assume that any multi-agentspae is generated from some P by some ommuniation graph.Given a multi-agent partition spae hW;Pi we an de�ne the downward lo-sure of a vetor of partitions Q 2 P:#PP def= fQ j Q 2 P and Q �G PgWhen P is lear from ontext, we may write # P instead of #PP . If P isgenerated from a ommuniation graph G, then we write #GP , sine in this aseif Q �G P , then Q 2 P.



The type of re�nement that we have desribed in this setion is appropriatewhen modelling what agents know or ome to know about the physial world.A more omplex semantis will be needed to deal with what agents know aboutother agents' knowledge. The problem is that after some ommuniation hastaken plae, the standard assumption that the partition struture is ommonlyknown must be dropped. Consider the point of view of agent i. Agent i maylearn some information from agent j, but in general will be unaware of ommu-niation between other agents in the ommuniation graph. Thus agent i willbe unertain about the exat partition struture that represents the urrent sit-uation. Moreover, while i may learn that j knows X , i is unertain about howj ame to know X , i.e., what questions did j ask and to whom. Of ourse, weassume that the ommuniation graph is ommon knowledge, but unertaintyremains. Given a vetor P , when i updates with information X from agent j,there will be many di�erent vetors of partitions ompatible with j knowing X .Furthermore, this will be true for eah agent.A history based semantis an be used to deal with the general situation inwhih agents an have knowledge about other agents. We will give a brief skethof some of the details in the next setion. A omplete disussion of this moregeneral approah is reserved for the full version.Example: Suppose there are three agents A = f1; 2; 3; 4g and suppose that theommuniation graph G is the tree rooted at 1, where 1 has two hildren: 2 and4, and 2 has only 3 as a hild. Suppose that the initial partitions of the agentsare given by the vetor P = (P1;P2;P3;P4). Sine neither 3 nor 4 are onnetedto any other agent, their partitions annot hange, i.e., for all P 0 �G P , P 02 = P2and P 04 = P4.Sine agent 1 is onneted to all of the other agents, it is possible by askingenough questions, agent 1 an generate the partition, P1uP2uP3uP4. However,sine the only onnetion between agent 1 and agent 3 is through agent 2, anyP 0 suh that P 0 �G P must reet this fat. That is, if X is some informationknown only to agent 3, then there is no one step information re�nement based onX of agent 1's partition. However, there is an information re�nement in whih1's partition is updated with X after agent 2's partition is updated with X .3 The Logi of Communiation GraphsLet �0 be a ountable set of propositional variables. L0(�0) is the propositional(base) language based on �0. Let L1(�0) = fKi� j � 2 L0(�0); i 2 Ag[L0(�0).Finally let L2(�0) be L1(�0) losed under boolean ombinations and 3. Soformulas in L2(�0) will not ontain any embeddedKi operators, but may ontainKi embedded in a 3 operator. Note that we are ruling out formulas of the formKi3�. However, this is not a signi�ant restrition, sine in any topologi forany formula � 2 L0(�0), 2� is equivalent to �, i.e., no amount of e�ort anhange the base fats about the world. We will not inlude �0 as a parameterwhen it is not important.



De�nition 9. A multi-agent model is a tuple hG;W;P; vi where G is a om-muniation graph, hW;Pi is a multi-agent partition spae generated by G andv : �0 ! 2W is a valuation funtion.We an now de�ne truth in a model. A truth relation j=M, where M is amulti-agent model hG;W;P; vi is a subset of (W � P)�L de�ned as follows (wewrite w;P j=M � instead of ((w;P); �) 2j=M.1. w;P j=M p i� w 2 v(p)2. w;P j=M :� i� w;P 6j=M �3. w;P j=M � ^  i� w;P j=M � and w;P j=M  4. w;P j=M Ki� i� 8v 2 Pi(w); v;P j=M �5. w;P j=M 2� i� 8Q 2#PP ; w;Q j=M �Other propositional onnetives are de�ned in the standard way. We abbre-viate :Ki:� and :2:� as Li� and 3� respetively. We say � is valid in M iffor all (w;P), w;P j= �, denoted by j=M �. Sine some of axioms will be givenin terms of 3, we state the de�nition of truth for 3 formulasw;P j=M 3� i� 9Q 2#PP ; w;Q j= �Thus the formula 3Ki� is interpreted as \There is a sequene of informationre�nements that results in agent i knowing �."Axioms1. All propositional tautologies2. (p! 2p) ^ (:p! 2:p), for p 2 �0.3. 2(�!  )! (2�!  )4. 2�! �5. 2�! 22�6. Ki(�!  )! (Ki�! Ki )7. Ki�! �8. Ki�! KiKi�9. :Ki�! Ki:Ki�10. Ki2�! 2Ki�We inlude the following rules: modus ponens,Ki-neessitation and2-neessitation.We write ` � if � follows from any of the above shemes and rules. These axiomsand rules are known to be sound and omplete with respet to the set of allsubset spaes ([MP℄). Thus, they represent the ore set of axioms and rules forany topologi. Soundness of axioms 1-8 and the rules are easy to verify.Of ourse, tehnially, axiom 10 is not part of our language, sine it ontains a2 embedded in a Ki operator. Nonetheless, we an show that this axiom is validin our model. In fat this axiom will remain valid in the more general semantisde�ned below. For an example, we show that the mix axiom Ki2� ! 2Ki� issound. It is easier to onsider this in its ontrapositive form: 3Li� ! Li3�.This an be interpreted as if it is possible that agent i thinks � is possible, theni thinks that it is possible that � an be true.



Proposition 1. 3Li�! Li3� is valid in all multi-agent models.Proof. Suppose thatM = hG;W; fPigi2A; vi is a multi-agent model, and supposethat w 2 W and P is an arbitrary vetor of partitions. Suppose that w;P j=3Li�. Then there exists Q �G P suh that w;Q j= Li�. So, there exists v 2Qi(w) suh that v;Q j= �. Now sine Q �G P , Qi(w) � Pi(w), we havev 2 Pi(w). But sine v;Q j= �, v;P j= 3�. Hene w;P j= Li3�. 2Reall that given a vetor P , PI represents the impliit knowledge of all theagents. We an imagine that PI arises after all the agents disuss eah and everyfat known to eah of them. This is of ourse assuming that any agent an aessany other agent's knowledge database. If the agents ommuniate aording toa ommuniation graph, then it may not be possible to generate PI . However,it will be possible to generate a oarser partition PI;G whih is based on theommuniation graph. Given an agent i 2 A, de�ne reahG(i) to be the set ofall j 2 A suh that there is a path from i to j in G (we may write reah(i) whenG is understood). We an then de�ne PI;G as follows: for eah i 2 A,PI;Gi = ui2reahG(i)PiThus, PI;G arises if all the agents that an ommuniate aording to the om-muniation graph atually do ommuniate. So, PI G is the vetor that resultsif all the ommuniation that an take plae does take plae. It is not hard tosee that PI;G is a \lower bound" of P in the set PG in the following sense. Thefollowing lemma follows easily from the de�nitions.Lemma 1. Let G be a ommuniation graph and PG the set of partitions gen-erated from G. Then for any P 2 PG and for eah P 0 �G P and P 00 �G P , wehave PI;G �G P 0 and PI;G �G P 00We an now show that the following sheme is also valid in all models.32�! 23�Proposition 2. 32�! 23� is valid in all multi-agent models.Proof. Suppose thatM = hG;W; fPigi2A; vi is a multi-agent model, and supposethat w 2 W and P is an arbitrary vetor of partitions. Suppose that w;P j=32�. Then there is a re�nement Q �G P suh that w;Q j= 2�. Let R 2#P .We must show w;R j= 3�. By the lemma 1, PI;G �G Q and PI;G �G R.Therefore, w;PI;G j= �; and so w;R j= 3�. 2Before showing the onnetion between valid formulas and the ommunia-tion graphs, we will disuss some of the details for a semantis for the moregeneral ase in whih we an express the knowledge whih agents have aboutother agents' knowledge. Assume that an event is a query of a database. For-mally we an de�ne an event as a tuple (�; i; j) to mean that i learns information



� from j, where � is a base formula (an element of L0(�0)). Of ourse there mustbe an edge between i and j in the ommuniation graph. A history is a �nitesequene of events. Thus a history represents a partiular sequene of questionand answers. Assume that initially, nature informs eah agent of the truth valueof a partiular set of propositional variables. This generates an initial vetor ofpartitions, say P0. Now given any history there is a vetor of partitions that isgenerated by that sequene of questions starting from the initial partition. LetPart(H) be the vetor of partitions generated by history H from initial vetorP0. Truth in this model will be de�ned at a state w and a history H . Truth ofpropositional variables is independent of the history, so w;H j= p i� w 2 V (p),where V is some valuation funtion. Boolean onnetives are obvious. Giventwo histories H and H 0, suppose that H � H 0 i� H 0 extends H , i.e., H 0 is Honatenated with some event. Then,w;H j= 3� i� 9H 0; H � H 0 and w;H 0 j= �Given a history H , let �i(H) be i's loal history. I.e., this is a sequene ofevents that i an \see". Formally �i maps eah event of the form (�; i; j) to itselfand other events to the null string. Then de�ne H �i H 0 i� �i(H) = �i(H 0).We an know de�ne truth of a knowledge formula:w;H j= Ki� i� 8H 0 �i H;8v 2 (Part(H 0)i)(w); v;H 0 j= �This de�nition addresses both auses of i's unertainty: 1. i's unertaintyabout the partition representing the information of all the agents and 2. i'sunertainty about the urrent state.4 Connetion with Communiation GraphsIn this setion we will investigate the lose onnetion between formulas validin a model based on the ommuniation graph and the ommuniation graph.We will prove our main tehnial laim that the valid formulas haraterize theommuniation graph.Let � be a formula in our language L, and onsider the formulaKi�! 3Kj�.Intuitively, this formula says that if i knows � then it is possible for agent j toknow �. One would expet that this formula will always be true provided that jis onneted to i in the ommuniation graph. However, this does not quite workfor any formula �. For example, let � be the formula p ^ :Kjp, where p 2 �0.Suppose that j is onneted to i in some ommuniation graph G. It is easy toonstrut a model in whih Ki(p^ :Kjp) is true at some pair (w;P). However,no pair (w;P 0) with P 0 �G P an satisfy the formula Kj(p ^ :Kjp), sine Kjis an S5 modal operator.Nonetheless, there is a ertain lass of formulas for whih the above statementwill hold.De�nition 10. � is stable in M i� �! 2� is valid in M.



We say that � is stable if � is stable in all models. If � is a ground formula,i.e., � 2 L0, then � is stable. This is easy to see, sine using axiom 1 and 2, onean show that if � 2 L0, then ` �$ 2�.At this point, it is worth pointing out that we are assuming that the all theagents share the same language. That is all of the agents are aware of the entireset �0 of propositional letters, and so it is possible that any agent an learnany well-formed formula. This assumption an be relaxed in order to deal withsituations in whih agents only partially share a language. Tehnially, we needonly restrit the sets X that an be used in de�nition 6 to show that P 0 �1 P .The only sets X that an be learned from agent j by agent i are the sets that arede�nable in i's language. Even if agent i and j share the same language, agent jmight not want agent i to have aess to ertain formulas.Lemma 2. Let G be a ommuniation graph and M a model generated by G. If� is stable in M and there is a path from j to i in the ommuniation graph,then Ki�! 3Kj� is valid in M.Proof. Suppose that M = hG;W; fPigi2A; vi is a multi-agent model and � isstable in M. Suppose that w;P j= Ki�. Then for all v 2 Pi(w), v;P j= �.We must show that there is a Q suh that Q �G P and w;Q j= Kj�. Forsimpliity, we will �rst assume that there is an edge between j and i in G. LetX be the union of Pi ells in whih � is true, i.e., X = P1 [ � � � [ Pm where forall k = 1; : : :m, Pk 2 Pi and for all v 2 Pk, v;P j= �. De�ne Q to be the vetorwhih is exatly like P exept in the jth position, replae Pj with ref(Pj ; X).Sine there is an edge between j and i, Q �1 P , and so Q �1 P . Let v be anyelement in Qj(w), then by onstrution, v 2 Pj(w) \X . Sine v 2 X , v;P j= �;and therefore sine � is stable, v;Q j= �. Hene, w;Q j= Kj�.If j and i are onneted instead of diretly onneted the result is an easyextension of the above proof. Suppose that the path from j to i goes through theagents i1; : : : ; ik. Then agent using the X de�ned above, we an de�ne a sequenevetors in whih i1 learns X from i, im+1 learns X from im for m = 1; : : : ; k�1,and j learn X from ik. 2In fat we an show something stronger, that the ommuniation graph isharaterized by formulas valid in models based on the graph.Theorem 1. Let G = (A; E) be a ommuniation graph. Then (i; j) 2 E if andonly if, for all l 2 A suh that l 6= i and l 6= j and all stable �, the shemeKj� ^ :Kl�! 3(Ki� ^ :Kl�)is valid in all models generated by G.We leave the details for the full version and sketh the proof. If (i; j) 2 E forsome ommuniation graph, then Lemma 2 shows that provided � is stable, thenKj� ! 3Ki� will be valid in any model based on G. It is not hard to see thatthe above proof an be adapted to show that Kj� ^ :Kl� ! 3(Ki� ^ :Kl�)



is valid in all models for l 6= i and l 6= j. If w;P j= Ki� ^ :Kl� then there isa v 2 Pl(w) suh that v;P j= :�, then using the fat that the re�nement Qde�ned in the proof of Lemma 2 does not hange any partition other than j's,we an show that w;Q j= Ki� ^ :Kl�. For the other diretion, if (i; j) 62 E,then either there i and j are not onneted or there is a path going throughsome agent l that onnets i and j. In the �rst ase, it is easy to onstrut amodel based on G in whih Kip is true for some propositional variable p in somesituation (w;P) and also that Kjp is false in the same situation. If we assumethat i and j are the only two agents, then it is easy to see that no re�nementof P an result in j knowing p. In the other ase, if there is a path from i toj going through l, then any re�nement that inreases i's knowledge must alsoinrease l's knowledge, and so the above formula will not be valid.5 ConlusionIn this paper we have introdued a logi of knowledge and ommuniation. Com-muniation among agents is restrited by a ommuniation graph, and idealizedin the sense that the agents are unaware when there knowledge base is beingaessed. We have shown that the ommuniation graph is haraterized by thevalidities of formulas in models based on that ommuniation graph.Related Work: This paper �ts in with a growing body of work on soialsoftware ([Pa℄). One of the main goals of the soial software researh programis to develop mathematial tools that an be used to study soial proedures.Other work that falls into this ategory is [PR℄ whih studies the semantis ofmessages and [PaPaC℄ whih studies a logi of knowledge with obligation.In this paper, we have presented a logi of multi-agent knowledge with anupdate operator. Similar logis have been studied starting with [Pl℄ and more re-ently in [BM,K,Vd,Ge℄. In hapter 4 of [K℄, Kooi provides an exellent overviewof the urrent state of a�airs of these dynami epistemi logis. We do not on-sider general epistemi updates as is ommon in the literature, but rather studya spei� type of epistemi update and its onnetion with a ommuniationgraph.Further Work: We suspet that the logi of ommuniation graphs has the�nite model property and so is deidable. We leave the proof for further inves-tigation. Other standard questions suh as a omplete axiomatization will alsobe studied. Another interesting extension would be to allow di�erent types ofupdates, suh as lying, onsious updates, updating to subgroups and so on.Finally we remark that this logi an be seen as a demonstration for theneed for ryptographi protools. Two issues are important here. This �rst isthat an agent may only want part of its knowledge base to be aessible by thepubli. This may be modeled in our framework by attahing to eah agent a setof formulas that are in the publi domain, and so when i is diretly onnetedto j, i an only update by sets de�nable in the publily aessible language. Theseond issue is that we may not know the exat struture of the ommuniationgraph. For example, if Ann aesses some information from Bob's website, but
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